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Abstract
Given a log smooth log schemeX over SpecC, in this article we analyze and

compare different filtrations defined on the log de Rham complex !�
X associated to

X. We mainly refer to the articles of Ogus ([23]), Danilov ([1]), Ishida ([16]). In
this context, we analyze two filtrations on!�

X : the decreasing Ogus filtratioñL�,
which is a sort of extension of the Deligne weight filtrationW� to log smooth log
schemes overSpecC, and an increasing filtration, which we call the Ishida filtration
and denote byI�, defined by using the Ishida complex�̃�

X of X. Moreover, we have
the Danilov de Rham complex��

X(log D) with logarithmic poles alongD = X � Xtriv

(Xtriv being the trivial locus for the log structure onX), endowed with an increasing
weight filtration (the Danilov weight filtrationW�). Then we prove that the Danilov
de Rham complex��

X(log D) coincides with the log de Rham complex!�
X and the

Ishida filtration I� (which is a globalization of the Danilov weight filtrationW�)
coincides with the opposite Ogus filtratioñL��.
Introduction and motivations

Given an algebraic varietyX, even singular over the complex fieldC, Deligne de-
scribed the mixed Hodge structure of it by using a smooth hyper-covering��: X� ! X
of X ([3, §8.2]), and by applying the theory he had developed in [2], at each termXi

of the hyper-resolution. By descent theory, he showed that the mixed Hodge structure
on Xan comes from the Hodge structure of eachXan

i . Indeed, for everyi , he consid-

ered an open immersion ofXi into a proper smooth schemeXi over SpecC, whose
complementXi � Xi is a normal crossing divisorDi (by [9]), and analyzed the Hodge
and weight filtrations on each de Rham complex with logarithmic poles��

Xi
(log Di ).

Then, the mixed Hodge structure onH �(Xan,C) is related to the Hodge structures on
H �(Xan

i ,C) �= H��Xi ,��
Xi

(log Di )
�
, for eachi .

A similar approach was used by Du Bois ([4]). He introduced a category Cdiff (X),
which can be seen as a “filtered version” of the Herrera-Lieberman category ([8]): the
objects of Cdiff (X) are filtered complexes, and the morphisms areOX-linear maps of
complexes, which are compatible with the filtration. Working in this filtered category,
Du Bois proved that a part of the mixed Hodge structure (namely, the Hodge filtra-
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tion in cohomology) of a singular varietyX over SpecC can be described by using
a complex,��

X
, which belongs to the derived category Ddiff (X). This complex is also

constructed through the use of a proper smooth hyper-covering �� : X� ! X, by taking
the classical de Rham complex��

Xi
of each Xi , and defining��

X
as the direct image

R�����
X� . The filtration on��

X
comes from the natural Hodge filtrationF defined on

each complex��
Xi

. In the same direction, Guillen, Puerta, Aznar, Gainza studied the
construction of a particular kind of proper (smooth) hyper-coveringsX� ! X of a sin-
gular variety X, called the cubic hyper-resolutions ofX: these are characterized by a
control on the dimension of each termXi ([7]).

Another approach to this problem could consist in the tentative of characterizing
the mixed Hodge structure of an algebraic singular schemeX only in terms of its own
structural geometry, without introducing resolutions of singularities or hyper-coverings
of X; one can analyze a particular setting of algebraic schemes,endowed with a
“richer” structure, which can furnish more informations about the singularities of the
scheme. In this direction, in more recent years, the notion of scheme and the prop-
erties of schemes have been generalized by the introductionof logarithmic geometry.
Briefly, a logarithmic schemeX is a classical scheme, endowed with a further structure
which consists of a sheaf of commutative monoidsMX on the etale (or Zariski) site
Xet (or XZar) of X, together with a monoid homomorphism� : MX ! OX , satisfying
a certain condition (Definition 1.1). Therefore, logarithmic geometry can be thought
as an extension of the classical theory of algebraic schemes. Classical examples of
logarithmic schemes are a smooth varietyX, with log structure induced by a normal
crossing divisorD, which is exactly the case analized by Deligne in [2]. Another in-
teresting example comes from the toroidal geometry; indeed, a singular toric variety
X, endowed with log structure induced by the complementD of the torus ([16], [22])
is a good example of log scheme. Indeed, we have a strict connection between log
schemes overC and toroidal embeddings or semi-toroidal varieties, as we show in [5].
In the previous two cases, the logarithmic de Rham complex��

X(log D), which is a
locally freeOX-module, plays a central role in the construction of the canonical func-
torial mixed Hodge structure on the cohomology groupsHn(X � D,C), n 2 N. Later,
Steenbrink ([24], [25], [26]) described his limit mixed Hodge structure of a projec-
tive family of manifolds with semi-stable reduction by means of log theory. These are
only simple examples of logarithmic structures, but the full formalism and language of
logarithmic schemes was introduced by J.M. Fontaine, L. Illusie, and K. Kato ([19]).
They presented a general formulation of logarithmic structures, not only in character-
istic zero. Successively, the theory of logarithmic schemes was developed by F. Kato
[17], [18], C. Nakayama [21], L. Illusie [12], [13], O. Hyodo[10], K. Kato [11], [20],
A. Ogus [23], and others. In this “log” setting, a singular scheme X over SpecC, if
endowed with a particular structure, can be regarded as “smooth” in the logarithmic
sense, i.e. log smooth in the category of log schemes.
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The most important fact here, is that, for a log schemeX, it is possible to define
a meaningful de Rham complex with “formal” log poles, which are determined by the
monoid sheafMX . Indeed, when a log schemeX satisfies the condition of beinglog
smoothor ideally log smooth(see the notion of idealized log schemes in§1.4) over
the base scheme, then its log de Rham complex is formed by locally free OX-modules.
Therefore, we are able to describe this log complex, even if we have no information
about the classical de Rham complex��

X associated to the possibly singular scheme
X. In this sense, the theory of log schemes was also developed in order to furnish a
singular varietyX with a “natural de Rham complex”.

Therefore, in this present work we analyze and compare the possible filtrations de-
fined on the log de Rham complex!�

X associated to a log smooth log schemeX over
SpecC. We mainly refer to the articles of Ogus ([23]), Danilov ([1]), Ishida ([16]). In
this context, we first briefly recall the main definitions and notions about log schemes
and idealized log schemes (§1). Then, we start to consider the decreasing Ogus filtra-
tion L̃ � on !�

X (Definition 2.1). We prove that the opposite Ogus filtrationL̃�� coin-
cides with the Deligne weight filtrationW� in the case of a smooth schemeX, with
log structure given by a normal crossing divisor (Lemma 2.2). Therefore,L̃�� extends
the Deligne weight filtration to the case of a log smooth log scheme whose underlying
scheme is not smooth overC.

Then, given a log smooth log schemeX over SpecC, if Xtriv denotes the trivial
locus for the log structure andD = X � Xtriv , we recall the definition of the Danilov
de Rham complex��

X(log D) with logarithmic poles alongD (Definition 2.9), and
we prove that this complex coincides with the log de Rham complex !�

X (Proposi-
tion 2.10). Then, by using the definition of Ishida complex�̃�

X associated to the toroi-
dal embedding (Xtriv , X), we introduce an increasing filtrationI� on !�

X, which we call
the Ishida filtration (Definition 2.7). So, by using local descriptions, we show that this
filtration is a sort of globalization of a particular weight filtration W� on ��

X(log D) =!�
X, introduced by Danilov ([1,§15.6]) in the toric case. Finally, we prove thatI�

coincides with the opposite Ogus filtratioñL�� (Lemma 2.11 and Proposition 2.12).
We conclude by describing the graded terms of the Ogus filtration for log smooth log
schemes whose underlying schemes are proper and quasi-smooth. In this case, the
(Deligne) mixed Hodge structure ofXtriv (the trivial locus for the log structure onX)
can be calculated by using the bifiltered log de Rham complex (!�

X, L̃��, F �) (F � being
the Hodge filtration).

I would like to thank L. Illusie for his precious comments andfor the
several illuminating discussions that I had with him when I was at the University of
Paris-Sud Orsay. I also would like to thank B. Chiarellotto for his suggestions and
remarks.
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1. The language of log schemes

In this first section we briefly recall the definitions and mainresults about loga-
rithmic schemes which will be useful in the following. We usethe Zariski or the etale
topology.

1.1. General notions.

DEFINITION 1.1. Let X be a scheme. A pre-log structure on it is a sheaf of
monoidsMX on X, together with a monoid homomorphism� : MX ! OX (whereOX

is considered as a multiplicative monoid). The pre-log structure (MX, �) is said to be
a log structure if� induces an isomorphism of��1(O�

X) onto O�
X . In this case we

identify ��1(O�
X) with O�

X, and supposeO�
X to be a submonoid ofMX . A log scheme

X is a scheme endowed with a log structure.

We denote the log schemeX, endowed with the log structureM by (X, M), or simply
by X. The trivial structure on a schemeX (denoted bytriv) is the log structure equal
to O�

X ,! OX . The inclusion functor from the category of log structures on a scheme
X into the category of the pre-log structures onX has a left adjoint which sends a
pre-log structure (M,�) into (Ma,�a), whereMa =: O�

X ���1(O�
X ) M, and�a =: inc��,

with inc the inclusion ofO�
X insideOX . This log structure (Ma, �a) is called the log

structure associated to the pre-log structure (M, �). A morphism f : (X, M) ! (Y, N)
is a morphism of log schemes iff is a morphism of underlying schemes and there is
a morphism of sheaves of monoidsg : f �1N ! M such that the diagram

is commutative. Therefore, the log schemes form a category,denoted byLSch, and
the functor from the category of schemesSch to LSch, which sends a scheme into
itself endowed with the trivial structure, is fully faithful. The categoryLSch hasfinite
inverse limits([19, (1.6)]).

DEFINITION 1.2. Let f : (X, M) ! (Y, N) be a morphism of log schemes (with� : M ! OX, � : N ! OY). The pre-log structure onY defined by the fiber prod-
uct OY � f�OX f�M and the homomorphism intoOY induced by the projection, is a
log structure onY, which is called the direct image of (M, �), and which is denoted
by ( f�M, f��). The log structure onX associated to the pre-log structure defined by
f �1N and the composed homomorphismf �1N ! f �1OY ! OX is called the inverse
image of (N, �), and it is denoted by (f �N, f ��).
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We have this identification

Hom((N, �), ( f�M, f��)) �= Hom(( f �N, f ��), (M, �))

DEFINITION 1.3. A morphism f : X ! Y of log schemes is called strict iff
f �MY ! MX is an isomorphism.

Every morphism of log schemesf : X ! Y uniquely factorizes intoX
i�! X

f̄�! Y,
where i is the identity on the underlying schemes, andf̄ is strict.

DEFINITION 1.4. A monoid P is said to be integral iff the canonical morphism
P ! Pgp is injective. It is equivalent to say thatP satisfies the following condition:
for any p, q, x 2 P such thatxp = xq, then p = q. Moreover, a monoidP is said to
be saturated iff it is integral and, for eachp 2 Pgp, p 2 P iff there exists an integer
n � 1 such thatpn 2 P.

DEFINITION 1.5. A log structureM is called integral (resp. saturated) ifM is a
sheaf of integral (resp. saturated) monoids.

1.2. Charts. The notion of chart is introduced by K. Kato in [19, Defini-
tion 2.9]: it gives a (local) model for the logarithmic structure.

DEFINITION 1.6. Let X be a log scheme, andP be a monoid. A strict mor-
phism c: X ! SpecZ[ P] is said to be a chart ofX (relative to the monoidP).

The datum of a chart of (X, M) is equivalent to the datum of an homomorphismPX !
M, where PX is the constant sheaf of monoids onX of value P, inducing an iso-

morphism (PX ! OX)a
�=�! (M

��! OX). Therefore, the log structure onX is equal to
the inverse image of the canonical log structureP ! Z[ P].

If ' : U ! X is an etale map, whereU is a log scheme endowed with the log
structure�U : MU !OU induced byM, then a chart ofX overU is a chart of (U ,MU ).

DEFINITION 1.7. A log structureM on a schemeX is said to be quasi-coherent
(resp. coherent) if, etale locally onX, there exists a chart ofX relative to a monoid
(resp. finitely generated monoid)P. Moreover,M is called fine (resp. fs) if it is coher-
ent and integral (resp. coherent and saturated) (Definition1.5). We say a log scheme
X is fine (resp. fs) if it is endowed with a fine (resp. fs) log structure.

We denote withLSchf (resp.LSchfs) the category of fine (resp. fine and saturated) log
schemes overC. They are full subcategories ofLSch.
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DEFINITION 1.8. Let f : X ! Y be a morphism of log schemes, and letu: P !
Q be a monoid morphism. Then a chart off (relative tou) is a commutative diagram

with a, b two charts.

Proposition 1.9 ([12, Corollaire 3.11]). Let f : X ! Y be a morphism of fine
(resp. fs) log schemes, and let x be a geometric point of X. Then, there exists an etale
neighbourhood of x, and a chart of f relative to a monoid morphism u: P ! Q, with
P, Q fine monoids, and Pgp, Qgp without torsion(resp. with P, Q toric monoids).

1.3. Log smooth log schemes and differentials.

DEFINITION 1.10. A morphism of log schemesi : (X, M) ,! (Y, N) is called a
closed immersion (resp. an exact closed immersion) if the underlying map of schemes
is a closed immersion, andi �N ! M is surjective (resp. is an isomorphism).

The notions of smoothness and etaleness are extended to the category LSch
([19, (3.3)]).

DEFINITION 1.11. A morphismf : (X,M)! (Y,N) of fine log schemes is called
log smooth (resp. log etale) if its underlying morphism is locally of finite presentation,
and, for any commutative diagram of fine log schemes

with i an exact closed immersion, andT0 defined inT by an idealI such thatI 2 = (0),
there exists, etale locally onT (resp. there exists globally onT) an unique': (T ,L)!
(X, M) such that'i = g and f ' = h.

We have a characterization of log smoothness (resp. log etaleness) ([19, Theo-
rem (3.5)]), which is the following

Theorem 1.12. Let f : (X, M) ! (Y, N) be a morphism of fine log schemes, and
let Y ! SpecZ[Q] be a chart of Y relative to Q. Then the following conditions are
equivalent
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(1) f is log smooth;
(2) Etale locally on X, there exists a chart{PX ! M, QY ! N, u : Q ! P} of f ,
extending the chart of Y, such that:

(?) the kernel and the torsion part of the cokernel(resp. the kernel and the co-
kernel) of Qgp ! Pgp are finite groups of orders invertible on X;
(??) the induced morphism X! Y �SpecZ[Q] SpecZ[ P] is etale.

(We note that we can replace the etaleness in(??), by the smoothness, without chang-
ing the conclusions).

REMARK 1.13. We recall that, whenf : (X, M) ! (Y, N) is a morphism of fine
log schemes such thatf �N �= M, then f is log smooth (resp. log etale) iff the under-
lying morphism of schemes is smooth (resp. etale) ([19, Proposition (3.8)]).

Let f : X ! Y be a morphism of log schemes, where� : M ! OX , � : N ! OY are
the two log structures.

DEFINITION 1.14. TheOX-module�1
X=Y(logM=N), which we simply denote by!1

X=Y, is the quotient
��1

X=Y � (OX 
Z Mgp)
�Æ

H , where�1
X=Y is the classical sheaf of

relative 1-differential forms, andH is the OX-submodule generated by the local sec-
tions of the following forms:
(1) (d�(m), 0)� (0,�(m)
m), with m 2 M;
(2) (0, 1
m), with m 2 Imf f �1N ! Mg.
The class of (0, 1
m), for m 2 M, in !1

X=Y, is usually denoted by dlogm. Let now!p
X=Y =:

Vp !1
X=Y, for each 0� p � dimY X: we get a complex!�

X=Y of f �1OY-
modules in the natural way.

In the categorySch of classical schemes, the property for a mapf : X ! Y of being
smooth implies that�1

X=Y is locally freeOX-module. Similarly, in the category of log
schemes, we have the following

Proposition 1.15 ([19, Proposition (3.10)]). Let f : (X, M) ! (Y, N) be a log
smooth morphism of fine log schemes. Then theOX-module!1

X=Y is locally free of
finite type.

1.4. Idealized log schemes.The notion of log schemes was generalized even
further by Ogus in [23]. He introduced the notion of idealized log scheme, which con-
sists on a log scheme together with a fixed sheaf of ideals of the log structure. We
recall some facts about this theory which will be useful for the following. Concerning
the theory of commutative monoids, we refer to [20], [5].
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DEFINITION 1.16. Let P be a commutative monoid. A subsetI of a monoidP
is said to be an ideal ofP if P I � I . Moreover, an idealp of P is called a prime
ideal if its complementP n p in P is a submonoid ofP.

DEFINITION 1.17. Let P be a monoid. A faceF of P is a subset ofP which
is the complement of a prime idealp of P, i.e. it is a submonoid ofP whose com-
plement is an ideal ofP. Therefore, we can regard a prime ideal of a monoidP as
the complement of a face ofP.

Let now (X, M) be a log scheme overC and let�: P ! M be a fine chart forM. If I
(resp. F) is an ideal (resp. a face) ofP, let Ĩ (resp. F̃) denote the sheaf associated to
the presheaf which is equal to the ideal ofM(U ) generated by the image ofI (resp.F)
in M(U ), for every open setU of X. Then Ĩ (resp. F̃) is a sheaf of ideals (resp. faces)
in the sheaf of monoidsM ([23, §2]).

DEFINITION 1.18 ([23, Definition 2.8]). An idealized log scheme is a log
scheme (X, M) together with a sheaf of idealsKX � M such that� : M ! OX sends
KX to f0g � OX. A morphism f : (X, M) ! (Y, N) of idealized log schemes is a
morphism of log schemes such that the mapf �1N ! M sends f �1(KY) into KX.

We say that f is ideally strict if KX is generated by the image off �1KY ! M,
f is log strict if the natural mapf �N ! M is an isomorphism andf is strict if both
of these conditions are satisfied.

We denote by (X, KX) the idealized log scheme (X, M) with the sheaf of idealsKX.
We denote byILSch the category of idealized log schemes.

REMARK 1.19. The category of log schemesLSch is a full subcategory of
ILSch, via the fully faithful functor (X, M) 7! (X,∅), where∅ is the empty sheaf
of ideals in M.

DEFINITION 1.20 ([23,§2]). A log thickening of idealized log schemes is a
strict closed immersioni : T 0 ,! T defined by a nil idealI � OT . We say that the
thickening is nilpotent if the idealI is.

If f : X ! Y is a morphism of idealized log schemes, then a thickening over X=Y
is a diagram

with i a log thickening.
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REMARK 1.21. If i : T 0 ,! T is a log thickening, sinceMT = MT=O�
T is iso-

morphic to MT 0 , there is a natural bijection between the ideals inMT and the ideals
in MT 0 . If g : T ! X is such thatg Æ i = g0, then (g�KX)T 0 = (g0�KX)T 0 .

DEFINITION 1.22 ([23,§2]). A morphism f : X ! Y of idealized log schemes
is ideally log smooth if, for every log thickening as in Definition 1.20, locally onT ,
there exists a mapg : T ! X such thatg Æ i = g0 and f Æ g = h.

We can give the notions of ideally log unramified and ideally log etale morphisms of
idealized log schemes using the lifting properties with respect to strict nilpotent log
thickenings, as in Definition 1.22. Let nowf : X ! Y be an ideally log smooth map
of fine idealized log schemes. We recall the etale local properties of f (Theorem 1.24).
To this aim, we need the following

DEFINITION 1.23 ([23, Definition 2.9]). A chart for an idealized log scheme
(X, KX) is a morphism (P, K̃ ) ! (MX , KX), where P is the constant sheaf of monoids
on X of value P, K is an ideal ofP, the mapP ! MX is a chart (Definition 1.6), and
the induced mapK̃ ! KX is an isomorphism (withK̃ the sheaf of ideals associated
to K ).

Theorem 1.24 ([23, Theorem 2.23]). Let f : X ! Y be an ideally log smooth
map of fine idealized log schemes. We suppose to have a chart : (Q, J̃) ! (MY, KY).
Then, etale locally on X, we can extend to a chart for f

where � : Q ! P, and SP,I , SQ,J are the idealized log schemesSpecC[ P � I ],
SpecC[Q � J], with canonical log structures P! C[ P � I ], and Q! C[Q � J],
respectively. This chart satisfies the following properties:
1. The map�gp is injective, and the torsion part of(Pgp=Qgp) has invertible order
in OX .
2. The map h: X ! Y�SQ,J SP,I , induced from the above diagram, is etale and strict
([23, Theorem2.23]).

EXAMPLE 1.25 ([23, Example 2.17]). We consider now the following case: if
(X, � : MX ! OX) is a fine log scheme andK is a coherent sheaf of ideals inMX ,
let XK be the closed subscheme defined by�(K )OX , with the induced log structure.
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Then the map of idealized log schemes

j : (XK , j �K ) ! (X,∅X)

is ideally etale.

We consider Example 1.25 in the case of a fine monoidP with P� = 0, and the log
schemeSP = SpecC[ P], with log structure P ,! C[ P], which is log smooth over
SpecC. We take the closed log subscheme�P of SP defined by the idealP+ = P�f0g,
which is equal to the log scheme Spec(C[ P]=P+), endowed with log structureP !
C[ P]=P+, where the mapP ! C sends every element ofP+ to 0. Then the map of
idealized log schemes

(�P, P+) ! (SP,∅)

is ideally log etale. Therefore, taking the composition map(�P, P+) ! (SP,∅) !
(SpecC,∅), we can conclude that the idealized log scheme (�P, P+) is ideally log
smooth over SpecC, even if it is not log smooth over SpecC in the categoryLSch.

Now, if we consider an ideally log smooth log schemeY over SpecC, etale locally
on Y, we can write f : Y ! SpecC as a composite map

Y = XK
i,! X ! SpecC

where X is a log smooh log scheme over SpecC and XK
i,! X is a closed immersion

defined by a coherent sheaf of idealsK of the log structure onX. So, an etale local
model for Y is given by SpecC[ P � I ] = Spec(C[ P]=IC[ P]), with P a toric monoid
and I an ideal ofP, endowed with the log structureP ! C[ P]=IC[ P] which sendsI
to f0g. In this etale local model,X is represented by SpecC[ P] and its log structure� : MX ! OX by P ! C[ P].

We also have another equivalent characterization of ideally log smooth log schemes
over SpecC, which is the following

DEFINITION 1.26 ([14, Definition (1.5)]). LetX be a log scheme over SpecC,
with fs log structureM. Then, X is ideally log smooth over SpecC if, etale locally
on X, there exist a toric monoidP, and an idealI of P, a schemeU over C, and
etale morphisms' : U ! X,  : U ! Spec (C[ P]=(I )), whereU is endowed with the
log structure'�M, Spec(C[ P]=(I )) is endowed with the log structureP ! C[ P]=(I ),
which sendsI to f0g, and'�M coincides with the log structure associated toP !OU .

2. Ogus, Danilov and Ishida weight filtrations

From now on, let SpecC be endowed with the trivial log structure. LetX be
a log scheme overC, endowed with an fs log structureM. We suppose thatX is
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log smooth overC, and its underlying scheme is proper. IfX is also smooth in the
classical sense overC, then the log structure is given by a normal crossing divisor
Y, and the increasing Deligne weight filtrationW�, on the complex!�

X, is defined as
follows ([2, (3.1.5)]),

Wi! j
X = 0, if i < 0; Wi! j

X = � j�i
X ^ !i

X, if 0 � i � j ; Wi! j
X = ! j

X, if i � j .

When the underlying scheme ofX is not smooth overC, we consider another fil-
tration on the log de Rham complex, and we prove that this reduces toW� when X is
smooth in the classical sense. To this aim, we recall the definition of the decreasing fil-
tration L̃ �, introduced by Ogus ([23, Definition 1.2]) on the log de Rham complex!�

X.

DEFINITION 2.1 ([23, Definition 1.2]). In the previous notations, letF � M be

a sheaf of faces ofM. Let L i (F)! j
X be the subsheaf of abelian groups generated by

the local sections of the form�(m) dlogm1^ � � � ^ dlogm j , wherem, m1, : : : , m j 2 M
and there existk 2 N, f 2 F with km + f � (m1 + � � � + mi ) 2 M, using the additive
notation in M (where� : M ! OX is the log structure onX).

We write L̃ i (F)! j
X for L i + j (F)! j

X and L � for L �(O�
X). In particular, L̃0! j

X = L j! j
X,

for each j . We note thatL i (F)! j
X is a subgroup of! j

X which is stable under multi-
plication by sections ofO�

X . In [23, Proof. of Lemma 2.15] Ogus proved that it is also
stable under multiplication by any section ofOX , i.e. it is anOX-submodule. More-

over, for F = O�
X, L i! j

X is quasi-coherent, for eachi , j ([23, Lemma 2.15, 3]).
We can seeL̃ � as an extension of the weight filtration to the case of a general

log smooth log scheme overC (for example, to the case of complex toric varieties
endowed with canonical log structure). Indeed, we prove thefollowing

Proposition 2.2. Let X be a smooth scheme overC, with log structure given by
a normal crossing divisor Y. Then, the opposite Ogus filtratioñL�� on !�

X reduces to
the Deligne weight filtration W�.

Proof. SinceX is smooth over SpecC, we can choose a local system of coor-
dinatesfx1, : : : , xng for it (n = dim X). We can suppose that the normal crossing di-
visor Y is given by the local equationx1 � � � � � xr = 0. Then, fdlogx1, : : : , dlogxr ,
dxr +1, : : : , dxng is a local basis for!1

X. Moreover, the log structureM is locally rep-
resented byNr , and the log structure�: M ! OX is locally given byNr ! C[x1, : : : ,
xn] : ei 7! xi , whereei are the elements of the canonical basis ofNr . Now, each el-
ement m of Nr is equal tom = k1e1 + � � � + kr er , for k j � 0, for each j . So, let! = �(m) dlogm1 ^ � � � ^ dlogm j an element ofL i! j

X, where m, m1, : : : , m j 2 Nr ,
i.e. m = a1e1 + � � � + ar er , and ms = k1se1 + � � � + krser , for each 1� s � j (where all
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the coefficients are inN). The conditionkm� (m1 + � � � + mi ) 2 Nr is equal to

k(a1e1 + � � � + ar er )� [(k11e1 + � � � + kr 1er ) + � � � + (k1i e1 + � � � + kr i er )]

=

"
ka1 �

 
iX

t=1

k1t

!#
e1 + � � � +

"
kar �

 
iX

t=1

kr t

!#
er 2 Nr

i.e. the coefficients are� 0. Since��Pi
t=1 k1t

� � 0, it follows then, ora1 � 0, or, if
a1 = 0, then all the termsk11, : : : , k1i must be equal to 0 too (because all of them are� 0). In the first case, the termxa1

1 dlog x1 = xa1�1
1 dx1 compares in the expression of

the element!, and it is a classical differential; in the second case dlogx1 does not
compare in!. The same arguments hold fora2, : : : , ar . We can conclude that each

local section ofL i! j
X = L̃ i� j! j

X is equal to

g � xa1
s1
� � � � � xai

si
dloges1 ^ � � � ^ dlogesi ^ dlogesi +1 � � � ^ dlogesj

= g � xa1�1
s1

� � � � � xai�1
si

des1 ^ � � � ^ desi ^ dlogesi +1 � � � ^ dlogesj

with k � 1, and g 2 O�
X . Finally, since each local section ofWj�i! j

X is of the type
h �xk1

s1
� � � � �xki

si
dloges1^� � �^dlogesi ^dlogesi +1 � � �^dlogesj , with h 2OX , k1,: : : ,ki � 1,

it is easy to see that̃L�( j�i )! j
X coincides withWj�i! j

X.

The Ogus filtrationL �(F) on !�
X admits a local graded description. Indeed, sinceX

is log smooth overC, it is etale locally equal to SpecC[ P], with P a toric monoid.
We consider theP-gradedZ-algebraC[ P] =

L
p2P C e(p), with e: P ,! C[ P]. We

recall that the sheaf! j
X is etale locally represented by! j

C[ P] := C[ P] 
Z

V j Pgp [23,
§3]. This has a natural structure of aP-gradedC[ P]-module; its component in degree
p is just C e(p)
Z

V j Pgp.

For eachp 2 P, let L p
V j Pgp be aZ-submodule of

V j Pgp. Let us suppose that

this is such that, forp � q, L p
V j Pgp � Lq

V j Pgp. Ogus calls such a collection

of submodules aP-filtration of
V j Pgp. Under these assumptions, it is easy to see

that the image of
L

p2P C e(p)
Z

�
L p
V j Pgp

�
insideC[ P]
Z

V j Pgp is a P-graded
C[ P]-submodule. We consider the followingP-filtration,

DEFINITION 2.3 ([23, Definition 3.2]). LetF be a face ofP. For eachp 2 P,
let L i

p(F)
V j Pgp be the subgroup of

V j Pgp generated by all the elements of the form
dlog p1 ^ � � � ^ dlog p j , such thatp1, : : : , p j 2 P and there existk 2 N, f 2 F , such
that kp + f � (p1 + � � � + pi ) 2 P.

In the previous definition, we can takeF = f0g and considerL i
p(f0g)V j Pgp: the

condition becomeskp � (p1 + � � � + pi ) 2 P. Let us denote byL i (F)! j
C[ P] the P-
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gradedC[ P]-submodule which is the image of
L

p2P Ce(p)
Z

�
L i

p(F)
V j Pgp

�
inside

C[ P] 
Z

V j Pgp. Then, we have the following

Lemma 2.4 ([23, Lemma 3.3]). If F̃ is the sheaf of faces on X= SpecC[ P] cor-
responding to the face F of P, then the quasi-coherent sheaf on X associated to the

C[ P]-submodule Li (F)! j
C[ P] of ! j

C[ P] is equal to Li (F̃)! j
X. In particular, L

i! j
X is the

sheaf on X associated to Li (f0g)! j
C[ P] .

By using the filtrationL̃ � on the log de Rham complex, Ogus proved the following two
results,

Proposition 2.5 ([23, Theorem 5.6]). There are natural isomorphisms in the fil-
tered derived category of sheaves on Xan:

(!�
Xan, L̃ �) ! (u�!�

Uan, T̃) ! (Ru�CUan, T̃)

where U= Xtriv := fx 2 X such that Mx = O�
X,xg is the trivial locus for the log structure

M on X, u : U = Xtriv ,! X is the corresponding open immersion, and T̃ is equal to
the Deligne canonical filtration��� ([2, (1.4.6)]).

Proposition 2.6 ([23, Theorem 1.4]). In the previous notations, there exists a
natural isomorphism

H�(X, L̃0!�
X) �= H �(Xan,C)

By Proposition 2.2, we can say that the previous Propositions extended the theory of
Deligne ([2, Proposition (3.1.8)]) to a log smooth log scheme whose underlying scheme
is not smooth overC.

Now, in [5] we have analyzed the connections between the notion of ideally log
smooth log schemes (resp. log smooth log schemes) over SpecC and that of filtered
semi-toroidal variety (resp. toroidal embeddings) in the sense of [16, Definition 5.2].
In this direction, by using Definition 1.26, we have proved that the underlying scheme
of a log smooth log scheme (resp. an ideally log smooth log scheme) over SpecC is
in fact a toroidal embedding (resp. a filtered semi-toroidalvariety) over SpecC ([5,
Propositions 5.12 and 5.13]). In particular, ifX is log smooth over SpecC, it can
be shown that the pair (U = Xtriv , X) is a toroidal embedding in the sense of [22, II,
Definition 1] or [16, Definition 5.2].

Then, we can consider the complex�̃�
X introduced by Ishida in [16]; this is one of

the most important tools in toric geometry, because its cohomology is connected with
the cohomological groups of the constant sheafC on the singular analytic spaceXan.
We refer to [16,§6] for the definition of�̃�

X and to [6, Definition 1.3] for the equiv-
alent construction of it in the logarithmic setting, as a subcomplex of!�

X. Moreover,
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let V = Xsmooth = X � SingX be the open subscheme which is the smooth locus (in
the classical sense) ofX, and let v : V ,! X be the corresponding open immersion.
Ishida proved that there exists an isomorphism of complexesbetween�̃�

X and v���
V

([16, Proposition 3.11]). Therefore, since the construction of the Ishida complex is too
long to explain, in this article we prefer to use this comparison theorem and identify�̃�

X with v���
V .

By using the Ishida comlex̃��
X, we now introduce another filtration on!�

X.

DEFINITION 2.7. Under the previous notations, we define the following increas-
ing filtration on!�

X, denoted byI�,
(1) I i! j

X = 0, if i < 0; I i! j
X = �̃ j�i

X ^ !i
X, if 0 � i � j ; I i! j

X = ! j
X, if i � j .

We call it the Ishida filtration.

In the case of a smooth schemeX over SpecC, with log structure given by a
normal crossing divisorY, the Ishida complex coincides with the classical de Rham
complex��

X (being V = X), and I . coincides with the Deligne weight filtrationW�.
A local description of the graded terms for the filtrationI� was given by Danilov

(see the filtrationW� given in [1, §15.6] in the toric case). Indeed, given a toroidal
pair (X, D) (with D a divisor insideX), he defined ([1, 15.2]) a de Rham complex
with logarithmic poles along a divisorD, ��

X(logD), endowed with a particular weight
filtration, which we call the Danilov weight filtration and denote here byW� (to dis-
tinguish it from the Deligne weight filtrationW�).

When X is a log smooth log scheme over SpecC, we can define the log de Rham
complex!�

X of X and also the Danilov de Rham complex��
X(log D) associated to the

toroidal pair (X, D), where D = X� Xtriv . So, we now show that the Danilov complex��
X(log D) is in fact isomorphic to the log de Rham complex!�

X, and the filtration
I�, which etale locally coincides with the Danilov weight filtration W�, is equal to the
opposite Ogus filtratioñL��.

To this aim, we first note that, sinceX is log smooth overC, then by [20,
Proposition (8.3)] it is log regular in the sense of Kato [20,Definition (2.1)]. There-
fore, by [20, Theorem (4.1)] its underlying scheme is Cohen-Macaulay and normal,
so codimX(X� V) � 2. We always have an inclusionU � V . Let DV be the divisor
D \ V . Then,

Lemma 2.8. In the previous notations, DV is a smooth divisor inside V.

Proof. SinceX is Cohen-Macaulay, namely regular in codimension� 1, then V
is an open subscheme of codimension� 1 inside X. This means that, for each point
x 2 V , dimOX,x � 1, and then, by definition of log regularity [20, Definition (2.1),
(2)], Mx=O�

X,x
�= N or Mx=O�

X,x
�= f1g. Therefore, the log structureM, restricted to
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the smooth locusV , is etale locally given by the monoidN, and this exactly means
that V \ D is a smooth divisor insideV .

DEFINITION 2.9 ([1, §15.2]). In the previous notations, for each integerp, 0�
p � dimC X, the sheaf�p

X(log D) is defined as

�p
X(log D) := v�(�p

V (log DV ))

This is called the sheaf of germs ofp-differentials on X with logarithmic poles

along D. The differential mapdp : �p
X(log D) ! �p+1

X (log D) is induced from that
of �p

V (log DV ), for every p.

Now, we analyze the local structure of the sheaves�̃p
X and�p

X(log D), for every p.
The etale local models for both of them are given by Danilov ([1, Propositions 4.3
and 15.5]), using the toric geometry. We briefly recall theselocal descriptions.

Let � be ann-dimensional cone inH 
Z R, where H is an n-dimensional lat-
tice; we suppose� generatesHQ. Let A = C[� \ H ]. For each face� of � , Danilov
defines the following subspacesV� of H 
Z C. If � is of codimension 1, thenV� :=
(� + (�� )) 
Q C; in general,V� :=

T��� V� , where � ranges over the faces of� of
codimension 1 which contain� . Let V = HQ 
Q C. Danilov introduces the following
H -gradedA-module

(2) �p
A =

M
h2�\H

�p
A(h)

where he sets, for eachh 2 � \ H , �p
A(h) =

Vp�T� ; h2� V� � � xh ([1, §15.4]).
Let now I be a set of codimension 1 faces of� . For each face� � � , codim� = 1,

Danilov setsV� (log) := V� , if � =2 I , and V� (log) := V , if � 2 I . Then, he introduces
he following H -gradedA-module

(3) �p
A(log) =

M
h2�\H

�p
A(log)(h)

where he sets, for eachh 2 � \ H , �p
A(log)(h) =

Vp�T� ;h2� V� (log)
� � xh ([1, §15.4]).

In [1, Propositions 4.3 and 15.5], Danilov proves that, etale locally on X =
SpecC[� \ H ], if D =

S�2I X� , the sheaves ofOX-modules �̃p
X and �p

X(log D)
are the sheaves associated to theA-modules�p

A and �p
A(log) respectively.

Proposition 2.10. In the previous context, the complex��
X(log D), defined by

Danilov, is isomorphic to the log de Rham complex!�
X.

Proof. We have a global map of complexes!�
X ! v�(��

V (log DV )) =: ��
X(log D).

Moreover, etale locally onX, the local models for!p
X and�p

X(logD) coincide. Indeed,
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let C[ P] 
Z

Vp Pgp be the local model for!p
X. Then, in the local description (3) of�p

X(log D), we can takeH = Pgp, A = C[ P], � to be the cone generated byP inside
H
ZR, and I contains all the codimension 1 faces of� . Then, for eachh 2 Pgp = H ,
it is easy to see that�p

A(log)(h) is isomorphic toCe(h)
Z

Vp Pgp (e: P ,! C[ P]).

Let now P ! M be a local chart for the log structureM on X, where P is a toric
monoid. ThenX is etale locally equal to SpecA, where A = C[ P]. Working etale lo-

cally on X, Danilov defined a weight filtrationW� as aH -graded filtration on� j
A(log)

0�W0� j
A(log)�W1� j

A(log)� � � � �W j� j
A(log) =� j

A(log)

where � j
A(log) is the local description (3) for the sheaf� j

X(log D). On the h-
homogeneous component, this is given by

Wk� j
A(log)(h) = � j�k

A (h) ^�k
A(log)(h)

with � j�k
A (h) the h-homogeneous component of theA-module� j�k

A , h 2 H . Therefore,

from (2) and (3),Wk� j
A(log) = � j�k

A ^ �k
A(log). Moreover, by [1, Proposition 4.3],

the Ishida sheaf�̃ j
X is isomorphic to the sheaf̃� j

A associated to theA-module� j
A

described above. So, the Ishida filtrationI� etale locally coincides withW� and we
can say thatI� is a sort of globalization of the Danilov weight filtration.

We have now two filtrationsI�, L̃ � on !�
X, which we want to compare. To this

aim, we first prove the following result, which gives us an interpretation of the Ishida
complex in terms of the Ogus filtration.

Lemma 2.11. In the previous notations, the Ishida complex�̃�
X is isomorphic

to L̃0!�
X.

Proof. We first construct a global map �: L̃0!�
X ! �̃�

X = v���
V . The construction

of it is equivalent to that of a map9� : v� L̃0!�
X ! ��

V , by adjunction. We note that,
on the smooth openV of X, the log structure is given by the smooth divisorDV = D\
V (Lemma 2.8), and sov� L̃0!�

X = L̃0(v�!�
X) = L̃0!�

V = ��
V (because, by Lemma 2.2,

L̃0!�
V = W0!�

V = ��
V ,! !�

V ). Therefore, the map9� is exactly the identity map.
Now, we want to prove that the adjoint map � of 9� is etale locally an iso-

morphism. So, we can suppose thatX = SpecC[ P], with P a toric monoid, where
the log structureM on X is the canonical onee: P ,! C[ P].

We have to compare theC[ P]-submoduleL̃0!�
X = Im

�L
p2PCe(p)
Z L j

p
V j Pgp!

C[ P]
Z

V j Pgp
	

of ! j
C[ P] with theC[ P]-module�̃ j

C[ P] =
L

p2PCe(p)
Z

V j Pgp[�(p)],

where�(p) = � \ p? is a face of the cone� , with �_ the cone generated byP. We
note that, for eachp 2 P, if hp, Fi is the face ofP generated byp and F , then L i

p(F)

is just the image of the natural map
Vi hp, Figp
V j�i Pgp ! V j Pgp. In our case,
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i = j and F = f0g, so L j
p(f0g) is the image of the map

V j hpigp ! V j Pgp, which is

equal to
V j hpigp. Therefore, for eachp 2 P, the image ofCe(p) 
 L j

p(f0g)V j Pgp

inside Ce(p) 
V j Pgp is just Ce(p) 
V j hpigp. On the other hand, we considerC

e(p)
V j Pgp[�(p)] and we note that, for eachp 2 P, Pgp\ (p?\�)? = Pgp\hpigp =hpigp, if p 2 �?, and Pgp\ f0g? = Pgp, if p 2 int(�_). So, if we consider the global

image Im
�L

p2P Ce(p) 
Z L j
p
V j Pgp ! C[ P] 
Z

V j Pgp
	
, we see that it coincides

with the C[ P]-module �̃ j
C[ P] .

Proposition 2.12. In the previous notations, the filtration I. coincides with the
opposite Ogus filtratioñL��.

Proof. Let P ! M be a local chart for the log structure onX. Then X is etale

locally equal to SpecC[ P], and the Ishida sheaf̃� j
X is represented bỹ� j

C[ P] . We have

just seen thatWk� j
X(logD) = �̃ j�k

X ^!k
X = Ik! j

X and, by Lemma 2.11,̃L0! j�k
X

�= �̃ j�k
X .

By definition, L̃0! j�k
X = L j�k! j�k

X , and!k
X = L0!k

X, so, from [23, Lemma 2.15, 2], the

exterior multiplication takes an element inL j�k! j�k
X 
 L0!k

X into L j�k! j
X = L̃�k! j

X.

Moreover, it is easy to see that each element inL̃�k! j
X belongs toL j�k! j�k

X ^ L0!k
X.

Therefore, we can conclude that we have an identification, for every k, j ,

L̃�k! j
X = L j�k! j�k

X ^ L0!k
X = L̃0! j�k

X ^ !k
X = Ik! j

X

Danilov conjectured that, in the case whenX is a complete toroidal variety over
SpecC, the mixed Hodge structure onH k(X� D,C) is induced by the bifiltered com-
plex (��

X(log D), F �,W�), where F � is the Hodge filtration on the Danilov de Rham
complex, defined byF p��

X(log D) := �.�p
X (log D). This structure is also computed

by Steenbrink for a completeV-manifold X and a divisorD with V-normal cross-
ing ([25, Definition (1.16)]): he proved that, in this case, the Danilov weight filtration
induces the Deligne weight filtration of the Hodge structureon H �(X � D,C) ([25,
Theorem (1.12), Lemma (1.19)]).

Therefore, in the log smooth case, by Proposition 2.12, we can conjecture that the
mixed Hodge structure onH �(Xtriv ,C) is induced by the bifiltered complex (!�

X,F �, L̃��).
This conjecture is true for particular log smooth log schemes over SpecC, which are
generalizations of smooth schemes with normal crossing divisors, as we discuss in the
following.

2.1. The Ogus filtration in the quasi-smooth case. Let X be a log smooth log
scheme over SpecC. We suppose that the underlying scheme ofX is proper and quasi-
smooth ([1, Definition 14.1]), namely all the local models for it are associated with
simplicial cones. Moreover, we suppose that the divisorD consists of quasi-smooth
componentsD1, : : : , DN , those intersect quasi-transversally. An example can be given
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by the proper schemeC which is the projectivization of the affine coneX = V(xy�
z2) � A3

C. This is a singular scheme with a toric singularity at the origin O. Locally
at O, it is the toric variety associated to the cone� = ha1, a2i � R2, generated by
a1 = (1, 2) anda2 = (1, 0), i.e. X = X� = SpecC[�_ \ Pgp] = SpecC[ P], where P is
the toric monoid associated to� , and �_ is the dual cone of� , which is generated
by m1 = (0, 1) andm2 = (2,�1) in R2. The log structure onC is given, locally at the
origin, by � : P ,! C[ P].

From [1, §15.7] and by Proposition 2.12, for such kind of log smooth logschemes,

we have an explicit description for the graded terms of the Ogus filtration Grk
L̃
! j

X,
which is the following

(4) GrkL̃ ! j
X
�= M

0�i1,:::,ik�N

�̃ j�k
Di1\���\Dik

where�̃ j�k
Di1\���\Dik

are the (j � k)-differential forms of the Ishida complex on the semi-

toroidal varietiesDi1 \ � � � \ Dik (which are normal closed subvarieties ofD). In other
words, if we denote byDk the normalization of the union of all the intersectionsDi1 \� � � \ Dik , i.e. Dk =

L
i1<���<ik

Di1 \ � � � \ Dik , and�k : Dk ! X, then

(5) GrkL̃ ! j
X
�= �k��̃ j

Dk
[�k]

Lemma 2.13. The spectral sequence of the hyper-cohomology of the filtered
complexGrk

L̃
!�

X, with the induced Hodge filtration, degenerates at the E1-terms.

Proof. The Hodge filtrationF � on !�
X induces the bete filtration on Grk

L̃
!�

X, and

the spectral sequence of Grk
L̃
!�

X can be deduced from the spectral sequence

(6) Epq
1 = Hq

�
Dk, �̃p

Dk

�
=⇒ H p+q(Dk,C)

and, sinceDk is a also a proper quasi-smooth toric variety, by [1, Theorem12.5], the
spectral sequence (6) degenerates at theE1-terms.

Now, Danilov showed that there exists the following spectral sequence

Ep,q
1 = Hq(X,�p

X(log D)) =⇒ H p+q(X � D,C)

(see [1, Theorem 15.9]). Moreover, he noted that, in the quasi-smooth case, the above
sequence degenerates at theE1-terms and converges to the Hodge filtration onHn(X�
D,C); so, his weight filtrationW� on ��

X(log D) induces the Deligne weight filtration
W� of the Hodge structure onHn(X � D,C), n � 0.

Then, in the logarithmic context, for a log smooth log schemeX over SpecC,
whose underlying scheme satisfies the previous assumptions, by using the Danilov’s
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results and Proposition 2.12, we can describe the (Deligne)mixed Hodge structure of
H �(Xtriv ,C) by using the bifiltered log de Rham complex (!�

X, F �, L̃��).
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